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Elation & AMPCO FLASHLIGHT LJ - SESSIONS 
 
Dear Friends & Colleagues, 
 
As you probably already know, Ampco Flashlight Sales has been using Elation Professional luminaries for 
its many projects for some time now, and with great success. Ampco has recently installed Elation 
products in Paradiso for example, as well as a complete package of Elation luminaires in the new venue 
De Neushoorn in Leeuwarden. 
 
With the release of the new Platinum FLX™ and Platinum HFX™ hybrid moving heads, Elation 
Professional has made great strides in the area of high-quality professional lighting.  
 

 
These new moving heads use the latest versions of Philips’ Platinum 14R and 20R lamps to create an 
innovative and high-quality solution that allows for spot, beam and wash functions. The secret is two 
alternating optical lens modules that give an optimal spot, beam and wash projection. Projection in spot 
and wash modes is without a hotspot. 
 
This has not gone unnoticed in the market. At the 2015 PLASA Show in London, Elation Professional 
received an award for best moving light innovation along with an honorable mention at the LDI show as 
well as another award for innovation later in the year at the WFX show. Because Ampco Flashlight sales 
and rental projects are increasingly making use of Elation Professional products, we would like to 
introduce them to you. 
 



 
 

For product information, please check: http://www.elationlighting.eu/en/platinum-flx.html and 
http://www.elationlighting.eu/en/platinum-hfx-280w-platinum-hybrid-14r.html 
 
We also want to introduce the new Satura Profile™, a 440W LED moving head with shutters; the 
Platinum Spot III™, a 230W LED moving head; and two new products from the new ACL Series, the ACL 
360 BAR™ and ACL 360i™. 
  
On the 8th and 9th of March Ampco will organize a series of short sessions where lighting designers and 
other lighting professionals can see how these products work and apply to lighting design. 
 
The sessions require about two hours of your time and start on Tuesday the 8th of March and 
Wednesday the 9th of March at 10:30, 13:30, 16:00 and 19:00. Lunch and dinner are provided. 
 
We would love to hear if you can attend one of the presentations. Please contact us at sales@ampco-
flashlight.nl 
 
We look forward to your comments and look forward to discussing these exciting innovations with you. 
 
 

 
 
About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video products 
that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of dedicated personnel, 
Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology and is acknowledged for a 
comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of market 
segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night venue, House of 
Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, please visit 
www.elationlighting.com 
 
 
 
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
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Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 


